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• Information security related contest
• Capture the flag / token (jeopardy-style challenges)
  – Hacking, web, mobile, cryto, reverse eng., forensics, IoT...
• Attack & Defend
• Aimed at students/hobbyists → new talent
We’re just starting!
Would you like to join/partner with us?
Should we join an existing contest?
(e.g. European Cyber Security Challenge)
Hybrid model?
What about an International / GÉANT-level final event?
Please get in touch...

csc@sanren.ac.za
The European Cyber Security Challenge gives young talents an opportunity to pitch their IT security prowess against their peers in a friendly competition. Their skills are urgently needed, if we want to tackle the digital revolution.
“Every team had their own server with certain vulnerabilities placed by the Hacking-Lab staff. On the one hand everyone had to defend their own server and services against attacks from the opposing teams and on the other hand the teams had to patch vulnerabilities, decipher hidden messages and solve difficult hacking challenges.”
9.2 Goal
Join your laptop to the robot WiFi network. Hijack the robot controller. Navigate the robot to the jury, and make it play a sound file which tells the team name.
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- http://www.europeancybersecuritychallenge.eu/
- https://www.hacking-lab-ctf.com/
- https://www.hacking-lab.com/
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=13&v=8M22pzybVbo
  (European Cyber Security Challenge 2016 CTF Infrastructure by Hacking Lab)
- https://www.swisscyberstorm.com/challenges/
- http://www.cybersecuritychallenge.ro/
- https://cybersecurity.li/
- https://cybercamp.es/
- http://www.verbotengut.at/
- https://www.zerodays.ie/
- https://cybersecurity.li/ecsc-2016-duesseldorf/
- https://www.cscg.de/
- http://cybersecuritychallenge.org.uk/
- http://virtuaal.kehtnamtk.tk/
- http://ecsc.gr/